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Encouragement to Victory
by Edna R Smallwood, resident
and former President of the
Grant Manor Tenant Association
I moved to the Grant Manor
development almost 40 years
ago, and my kids were just teens
during that time. Shortly after
moving here I was thrust into
the task of helping to save our
development from absentee
landlords. They had driven our
development into receivership (a
form of bankruptcy) like Mandela
and other developments under
U.S. Department of Housing and
Urban Development (HUD).
Grant Manor had a Tenant Association which tried to help residents to empower themselves; and
save our development. During that time, Grant Manor residents did an election where they elected
Continued on page 1 >>

Black History Month Edition

This issue of Urban Core is specifically
devoted to Black History Month. The articles
in this edition celebrate the long history of
Black resistance in this country, and place

the contemporary struggles in Boston against
gentrification in this larger context. We have
a long a proud history that should not be
forgotten, erased, or white washed.

Have Something You Want to Write About?
Submit articles to the Urban Core Editorial Board: Urban_Core@riseup.net
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President, Michelle P., Vice. President Edna
S., Secretary Patricia W., Treasurer Shirley
E., Board members, Dorothy B., (deceased),
Peggy M. (deceased), Cynthia W. deceased),
and Patricia S. We worked with the residents
to build a plan to own our development
through a HUD program. We had to do a lot
of work to succeed in saving our homes at
the time, and it was not an easy process.
HUD informed residents that our building
was going to be sold off to the highest
bidder. However, residents pulled together
our strength, made signs, and stood outside
the Grant Manor Management office located
at 1810-1812 Washington on the day of
the auction to oppose the sale. Residents
and their children came together to hold
signs and were joined by others including:
former Senator John Kerry, staff person
Jeanette Boone, Patrick Cusick of ABCD
Snap in South End, Val Hyman of United
Settlement
Housing/Roxbury
Corners
Owner and Rep. Byron Rushing. As part
of this effort, residents did door knocking
to get everyone to agree and sign a petition
to say that they were in favor of a program
called HOPE I which allowed us to purchase
the development.

HUD Policies: A Long
History of Gentrification
For decades HUD has pursued policies
which lead to more and more gentrification.
Back in the day they sold buildings like Grant
Manor to slumlords who ran them into
the ground. Then they started privatizing
public housing. Over the last 30 years
they have privatized and eliminated 50%
of all public housing. Now they are rolling
out new policies like Rental Assistance
Demonstration (RAD) to sell off what’s left
to the highest bidder.

The Board President later had to step down and I became the interim President. After the first
two years we had to elect new officers. The resident body asked some of us to stay on the board
and run for a second term so that there would not be a totally new board. We did so at their
request and remained on the board. An election was held every two years to give other residents
a chance to be on the board. We added new board members while keeping other board members
that were re-elected to the board of Grant Manor Tenants Association.
During my time on the board, we put in place trainings to help each person learn about their
responsibilities as board members. The goal was to empower the board members and the resident
body so they could continue to be successful in our work here at Grant Manor in keeping our
housing affordable. As a resident and former president of Grant Manor development I worked
as a Community Activist/Advocate in the community, networking to make sure that Grant
Manor stayed part of an evolving Boston. I also worked with board members and residents to
collectively manage a “Demo Disposition” program that helped to renovate our development into
a beautiful place to live.

The Heart of the City
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In the mid 1990s, HUD said Massachusetts was going to renovate 2,500 units of affordable
housing that included Camfield Estates, Grant Manor, Roxse Homes, Franklin Fields, Sonoma,
Maple, and Schuyler apartments which are located throughout Blue Hill Ave, Humboldt Ave,
Dorchester, Mattapan, and South End Lower Roxbury. Grant Manor was successful in advocating
that we be included
in the program.
While the process
was in motion,
residents went door
knocking and got
residents to sign
a petition so we
could apply for a
grant of $90,000
to help with hiring
of consultants. The
process was not
easy, and we never
envisioned that it
would be, but we
stayed the course of
Residents at Grant Manor protest against a proposed rent increase,
achieving our goal
October, 2020
to show HUD that
we were serious about getting our development renovated and that we were working together to
keep our homes affordable. The grant helped us to hire our attorneys, consultants, architects,
and people we need to move forward.

Grant Manor’s History:
An Inspiring Example
Previous efforts by residents at Grant
Manor show that change for the better is
possible. Even when facing bankruptcy
and years of neglect by HUD, residents
were able to come together, stop the
sale of their building, and preserve
its long-term affordability. Now as
Grant Manor and countless other
developments across Boston are under
threat of gentrification, people should
study this history closely. It shows that
change, and even a better world, is
possible, if we come together and fight
for what’s right.

Following that we were able to meet with
HUD,
Mass-Housing
Finance
Agency,
and Massachusetts Housing Investment
Corporation (MHIC) to begin working on the
renovation process for renovating our homes.
The resident body and our board together had
to interview contractors and sub-contractors.
Once the developers had submitted bids to the
agencies, HUD and Mass-Housing Finance
Agency (MHFA) then chose the lowest bidder
for the project. Grant Manor development got
the developer Suffolk Construction to renovate
our building. The development was renovated
and all residents who wanted to return did so.
After the renovation process ended in 2002,
we informed the residents that we needed to
have an election and that I wanted to leave the
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board and give other residents an opportunity to step forward
in the same empowering process. A new board was elected, but
its approach changed from empowering to disempowering the
residents. Board meetings changed, and became about telling
residents what the board had decided instead of asking for their
input. This was the beginning of the downward spiral of the
GMHA board, of it cutting deals and not including residents.
The board began to look out for their own personal gains. All
meetings stopped for the resident body at the end of 2014 whereas
deals were still being made with no input from the residents. The
GMHA board started to bring on family members to block other
residents from getting on the board. They had secret meetings and
did not include the resident body. They also changed partnerships
without a word. Residents would ask: “When are we going to
have meetings?” GMHA would put up notices saying there was a
meeting on the last Thursday of the month, but they would then
cancel these meetings last minute and say there was no monthly
meeting. They would post notices on the front door of the building
instead of in the resident’s doors.
Grant Manor development is a place that is standing because
we have committed residents who are in it for the long haul no
matter what changes are taking place. I remember years ago in
the 90s when people were talking about gentrification and how
our community would not look like it is now. To me, gentrification
meant that people would be displaced not of their own choosing,
but because the community felt that they no longer wanted poor
people living in an “up and coming” community with the wealthy.
Never would I have envisioned that they would be evicting people
of low-moderate income in the middle of a pandemic.
The greed here at Grant Manor has sold residents down the
river, so to speak. The government, management companies,
developers, contractors, GMHA Board, the Planning Office of
Urban Affairs (Boston Archdiocese), Wingate Management, and
others have all been complicit in this. Oh, let us not forget the
previous management/overseers Cornu Management Companies,
Tom Cornu Sr., and Charlie Manekeis.
Grant Manor residents are asking for an election to move out the
board here, because they are not in compliance with the bylaws.
But instead of them doing the right thing, they have dug in their
heels using stall tactics to keep us from collectively deciding the
future of Grant Manor and from using services for residents such
as the community room. For example, the food program that

POUA: A Front
For the Big Banks
They always tell you,
there is more than
meets the eye, and this
statement is very applicable to the Planning
Office of Urban Affairs.
They are the new “partner” at Grant Manor.
This means that they
are seeking to take over
a big chunk of ownership. If you look at their
website, they talk a lot
about things like “social justice” and “community empowerment.”
But when you dive a bit
deeper, you find out that
they get boatloads of
money from Big Banks
like State Street Corporation, Bank of America-Merrill Lynch, Eastern Bank, and others.
It just goes to show you
that you can’t trust a
book by its cover, and
you shouldn’t trust these
developers at all.

The Heart of the City
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members and their friends and family) are in
the community room both day and evening
with and without masks. How is this supposed
to be safe and protecting the people?

There is another problem here that was created
by GMHA and Wingate Management LLC when
they decided to allow the board to take over
assigning parking stickers for the property. Up
until this point, they have never had authority
regarding the parking spaces at Grant Manor
development. However, since this change was
made, the board has given out (or perhaps sold)
Former Boston Mayor Marty Walsh (right)
stickers to people who do not live here, such
cuts a ribbon with members of the Planning
as people living in Dorchester, Roxbury, and
Office of Urban Affairs (POUA) at a new
other places, as well as a manager who works
is supposed to be here to help residents who at CVS and staff at Boston Medical Center and
live at Grant Manor, but some of the food has other places.
been sold (illegally, as this is supposed to be a
foodbank!) or given to certain people coming, Another issue is that the security guards and
loading up their cars, and leaving. Grant certain favored residents are allowed to park
Manor residents do not use the food pantry on the sidewalks. This is dangerous because
for the most part because they are belittled, it could collapse the basement of the building,
intimidated or shamed by the GMHA Board and it is also inconvenient to residents who have
members who run it. So, residents will leave to walk around these cars all the time. Now, let
and not come back after that because of the us address the handicap parking for residents
who are disabled and in need of a “reserved/
treatment.
designated” spot. Grant Manor residents have
GMHA board members have also said that had to undergo duress, stress, long waits, etc.
we cannot use our community room to hold in order to get a reserved spot. It is a sad day
an election. They have been hiding behind when residents at Grant Manor have to wait for
Covid-19 virus, but some people (Board handicap parking. Well let me share a story that

Tenant Boards: Organizations for the Residents or Liaisons
With the Rich and Powerful?
The story of Grant Manor and the Grant
Manor Homeowners Association, raises a
larger question about resident associations
and tenant boards. These organizations are
supposed to be for the residents, to represent
their best interests and help to preserve the
long-term affordability of developments.
However, at Grant Manor, like many other

developments, the Board does not do
this. Instead, it signed off on a major rent
increase without consulting residents. In
other locations, boards are defunct, not
having met in years. In order to change this
situation, residents need to come together
and fight to have new boards put in place
that will actually serve the people.
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Numerous vehicles parked on the sidewalk at Grant Manor, blocking entrances. This is a
daily occurence at the building. Yet some residents are still denied basic accomodations
like handicapped spots.
captures what is going on. One resident who
has disabilities, as well as her mom (who is 90+
years old) both needed to have a spot on the
1850 Washington Street side of the building. In
the beginning, the resident’s paperwork took
forever bouncing back and forward between
Wingate Management’s property manager
(Becky), and her boss Joseph M. Regional V.
President of Wingate Management only to be
sent back to GMHA President (Jessie).

her and her mom. Because of this decision with
Wingate Management and GMHA it has caused
this family undue stress, and pain which, as
breast cancer patient/survivor, neither she nor
her mom should have to endure.

GMHA was created to work with the residents
body and not against them. Nor was GMHA
supposed to sell us out. However, one of my
favorite biblical scriptures is Isaiah 40: 31
“But those who hope in the Lord will
After much delay, it finally got approved for the renew their strength. They will soar
spot, but they used her old plate number. When on wings like eagles; they will run and
they finally got the right plate number, GMHA not grow weary; they will walk and not
President Jessie told the maintenance staff to faint.” What this is saying to us here at Grant
use the 1820 side, which did not make sense Manor is that we may grow weary but do not
as she would have to walk very far. But again worry we will reap the harvest. The race is not
it was about control and intimidation. The given to the swift but to those who endure.
handicap spot on that side could’ve be given to
a resident with disabilities on that side of 1820 I am encouraging each and every resident to
Washington Street, then she could have the have faith and to know that the road to success
other reserved spot closes to her unit to assist is not easily walked or traveled but we will
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prevail. “Together we win and divided we fall!” Do not be bought off by any gifts/bribes that
GMHA or the Planning Office of Urban Affairs offer the residents, such as the previous gifts of
$20. Let us celebrate our lives together, counting the days to a successful election and new board
and taking our destiny in our hands. We will continue to encourage one another in love and in
spirit!

A Wish
Joshua Henry Jones, Jr.

When your joys are of the sweetest
    And your heart is light and free;
When your griefs are skimming fleetest,
    Love, one moment think of me.

Sorrow’s far too bleak a burden
    To retain in memory’s hall.
Friendship has no greater guerdon
    Than to happiness recall.

I would not ask you to remember
    Me when life is dull and drear;
When your hopes are but an ember
    From a cold and vanished year.

So, when roses scent the twilight
    Air with ling’ring dew damp breath,
Please remember me as eye-bright
    Faith remembers until death.

Black History Month:
Nat Turner’s Rebellion
Nat Turner was born a slave in Virginia
around the year 1800. When he was young his
father escaped from slavery and this inspired
Nat to dream of freedom. As he grew into a
young man he became religious and would
preach to others. His words were so powerful
and moving that they attracted not only
followers among his fellows slaves, but even
white folks would listen to his preaching. This
was quite a feat in those days when slavery
was in full swing in the South. People called
Nat Turner “The Prophet” and trusted his slaves from preaching unless a white preacher
word on worldly as well as religious matters.
was there to supervise.
In 1831 he led a major uprising of slaves
and free Black folks against slavery. They
gathered weapons and fought valiantly for
their freedom. While they were eventually
defeated, this rebellion shook Virginia and
other slave states to their core. In a vain
attempt to prevent further rebellions, they
passed new laws preventing slaves from
learning how to read or write, and restricting

Nat Turner evaded capture for six weeks,
but was eventually found. After being
convicted of “conspiring to rebel and making
insurrection” and sentenced to death, he
was asked if he regretted the rebellion. He
responded “Was Christ not crucified?” His
rebellion was a harbinger of things to come,
as the rotten and oppressive slave system
was soon to be defeated.
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The Harriet Tubman House and Black
Resistance in the South End/Roxbury (Part 1)
By Maya Morris
What was once the Harriet
Tubman House, a house that
embodied the legacy of six
Black women, a community
center for both children and
the elderly alike, and a symbol
of Black resistance, now only
remains as a memory for
residents of the South End and
Lower Roxbury. Where the
building once stood now there
is just a hole in the ground, a
hole which awaits its haunting
destiny: to be converted into
luxury housing.
A calculated assault by
numerous powers led to the
The demolition of the Harriet Tubman House is a painful
demolition of the Harriet
symbol of the ongoing gentrification ripping
Tubman House. The campaign
much of Boston apart.
to demolish the Harriet
Tubman House was led by the Boston Planning around decades later and lift these protections
and Development Agency (BPDA), the original to pursue demolition. “This demolition was an
property owners: the United South End incredible disrespect to Black people, Black
Settlements (USES), the development company: history and Black culture,” said Arnesse Brown,
New Boston Ventures, the Boston City Council, a co-founder of the group ‘I Am Harriet’, who
and a slew of politicians. All of these groups fought the sale and demolition of the Harriet
who actively participated in the demolition Tubman House. The group gathered 40,000
did so in the name of their own political and signatures to stop the sale—these were hand
money-seeking interests. The Harriet Tubman delivered to Mayor Marty Walsh’s office and
House was no stranger to these interests that ignored. While Walsh can claim that Boston is
have propelled the gentrification that has being a leader in “racial equity”, he actually gave the
tearing the South End and lower Roxbury apart. green light to demolish the Harriet Tubman
House, a core of Boston’s Black history. To pour
The house existed for years in the face of salt on the neighborhood’s wounds, “Black Lives
racist Boston city planners and officials, their Matter” signs now hang around the construction
suffocation of Black Boston, and their drive fence that encircles the emptied lot of land
for more capital. For decades, it was protected where Harriet Tubman House once stood.
by restrictions fought for by residents. The
same powers that agreed to these property There is a long history involved in not only the
restrictions are the very same ones to turn Harriet Tubman House, but in the evolving
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Black History Month:
Harriet Tubman
Harriet Tubman was born a slave in
Maryland in 1822. In 1849, at the age of 27,
she escaped to Philadelphia, only to later
return to Maryland and help her family
escape the horrors of slavery. From then on,
she devoted her life to freeing as many slaves
as she could.
She rescued at least 70 slaves in many
daring and dangerous missions. Despite the
dangers, she “never lost a passenger.” She also
worked with John Brown, the famous white
abolitionist, and helped him plan his raid on
Harper’s Ferry, which was the prelude to the
Civil War.
When the Civil War started, she fought for
the Union and was the first woman to lead an
armed expedition in the war. She guided the
Raid on Combahee Ferry in South Carolina,
which directly freed 750 slaves, many of
whom joined the Union Army.
neighborhood of the South End/Lower
Roxbury. In order to tell the story of the Harriet
Tubman House, and to understand why its fate
was handed over to the developers, politicians,
and city agencies, instead of the people, we need
travel back to the start of World War II.
If you ask just about anyone who knows
something about the history of the
neighborhood, they’ll tell you that back in
the day, it was the hub of Boston’s Black and
other oppressed minority populations. At the
start of World War II began the Second Great
Migration: the period of time that saw masses of
Black people travel from the South to the urban
Northeast and West Coast. This was for good
reason. For starters, the South was riddled with
all the horrors of Jim Crow segregation laws and
the regular terrorizing and lynching of Black
people. Along with this violence, the economy

was changing: newly introduced tractors and
machine cotton pickers started replacing the
people who had been share-croppers and tenant
farmers on the plantations.
In comparison to these Southern conditions,
a lot of Southern Black folks saw the North as
pretty damn appealing. However, some accounts
of history depict this migration as more of a
choice than it really was: the truth is that Black
people were pushed out of the South. These
Northern cities didn’t provide anything of a
warm welcome to incoming Black people either.
A population of Black job-seeking Southerners
were used by the rich as labor in the war
industries at the time, sure, but the racist city
governments really saw this Great Migration
as their increasing “Black” problem. The same
Black people that were in search of a job were in
search of a home: Thus, a growing Black urban
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homes in surrounding Boston
suburbs. These handouts
were made to white families
across the city, moving them
out along with much of the
capital investment. This
migration was happening at
such an incredible scale and
rate that it got termed as the
era of “White Flight”.

To
ensure
a
divided
population, banks refused
mortgages to Black families
in these white suburbs. This
was reinforced by agreements
placed in property deeds to
specifically prevent the selling
off of suburban property to
The First (1910- 1940) and Second (1940-1970) Great
Black people. The local and
Migrations drastically reduced the percentage of Black people federal government played a
living in the South.
big role in the White Flight era
by using racist propaganda to
labor force meant a growing Black population. generate fear of a growing Black population.
City planners, officials, developers, banks, The propaganda told white folks that incoming
and housing administrations pioneered new Black neighbors would drive their home value
forms of segregation in the form of racist city down and wreck their communities—but no
housing policies. It was important for cities like fear, low interest loans in the suburbs are here!
Boston to dress up their “progressive” nature. All across the U.S., government circulated
This meant needing to “disguise” their racist racist propaganda went hand-in-hand with the
subjugation to contrast it with the in-your-face promotion of homeownership in the suburbs.
discrimination of the Jim Crow South. Black It’s not so hard for us to see how this has played
people experienced a North not so different out to this day in Boston. When you look at
from the South: although not segregated by law, neighborhoods like Brookline or Newton, the
it was most certainly segregated in practice.
legacy of these policies solidified these suburbs
with a white character. While maintaining the
The first step in the program was to divide “purity” of these suburbs through these tactics
up white residents from the growing Black was certainly effective, the plan needed to be
population, this resulted in giving many White two-fold.
Bostonians a one-way ticket out of the city
and into the suburbs. Before World War II, As well as keeping Black people out of the
the South End was a predominately Jewish suburbs, cities designed policies to restrict
neighborhood. However, at the beginning and herd Black people within Boston. Through
of the war, Jewish populations fled the practices known as “exclusionary zoning”,
increasingly Black neighborhoods of Roxbury Black folks were restricted to only being able
and Dorchester. Their flight was encouraged by to rent or buy up property in certain Boston
big banks in the form of low-interest loans on neighborhoods determined by the city. These
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were the same neighborhoods that were allowed
to become rundown when people moved to the
suburbs. This disinvestment has been named
“redlining.” Glaring red lines were drawn
around neighborhoods like Roxbury to steer
any investment or financing out of the area.
Underfunding by the city to public services
cut budgets for things like community schools,
parks, and public works. The streets that
bordered Roxbury and the South End became
walls for segregation.
The problem that city planners faced only
cemented itself further in the decades to come:
a Black population that continued to grow. The
Second Great Migration was underway until the
70s and immigrants from the Caribbean started
flocking to Boston in large numbers after WWII.
Brothers and sisters from the Dominican
Republic and Puerto Rico began to immigrate
into Boston in the decades following World War
II. As the story goes, racist zoning funneled
these people into Roxbury as well. Without
the investment of cities and banks, and with
an overcrowded Roxbury, Black people needed
to make do: this meant relying on each other,
fostering culture, and creating a community. A
legacy that the Harriet Tubman House had long
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been appreciated for. The home opened its doors
at 37 Holyoke Street in 1906. Julia O. Henson,
a friend of Tubman, rented the house out to
lodge Black women migrating from the South
during the First Great Migration. There was an
important sense of community built into the
walls of the Harriet Tubman House. Decades
later the house would be moved to its Columbus
Ave location, where it would continue to be a
cornerstone of the community. This sense of
community identity would later become an
outright threat to Boston city planners.
The racial makeup of the neighborhood was
by design, and originally, was in the interest of
the wealthy people who ran Boston. The city’s
racist policies could not be disguised. Residents
of Roxbury saw the consequences of these
policies in the constant policing, neglect by
city services, and poor living conditions. They
recognized their subjugation. The city erupted
in the 1960s after long-simmering anger over
Roxbury’s living conditions and constant police
brutality. The high density and close-quarters
for Black and other minority residents in
Roxbury provided the numbers for uprisings
in mass quantities, shaking all of Boston. The
strength in these numbers were an incredible

Have Suggestions?
Want to Write for Urban
Core?
Fighting Gentrification?
Email Us: Urban_Core@riseup.net
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Image courtesy of the I Am Harriet
Boston Facebook Page
threat to the strangle hold of city officials. With
the force and fervor that was coming out of
Roxbury, banks and city administration realized
they needed to reverse course. This meant a
new strategy to divide up the dense Roxbury
population. This began with increasing force
and scope of a policy known as Urban Renewal,
which the famous Black author James Baldwin
once aptly described as “just another name for
Negro removal.”

The plan for Urban Renewal in Boston was led
by the Boston Redevelopment Agency (BRA) in
the 1950s. This was just the initial name for the
group we now know as The Boston Planning and
Development Agency (BPDA). History shows
that the establishment of the Agency in 1957
was for the purpose of finding legal pretexts for
seizing property. With the power of “eminent
domain” at their disposal, the BRA could rip
apart Boston with the aid of the racist legal

The Heart of the City
system. The plans for Urban Renewal were
disguised as an effort by the BRA to take land
from “deteriorating” areas for the “betterment”
of redevelopment and revitalization: What did
this mean? The history of housing has proven
the words “redevelopment” and “revitalization”
often equate to “displacement” and “luxury
units.” As Brown put it, “Urban Renewal was
called negro removal for a reason, it was picking
up and moving Black people.” And that’s exactly
what happened. The BRA lowered costs for
developers. This led to the tearing apart of
homes for their substandard conditions, which
were the product of the city’s neglect in the first
place, only to then replace them with expensive
housing. As housing costs rose, people with
money to spend flooded into the South End. The
value of land in Roxbury was surging, displacing
thousands of residents, and erecting expensive
housing in the name of “revitalization”.
Residents of Roxbury waged many struggles to
have property saved in the face of this demolition
campaign. The BRA had residents from Castle
Square evicted in the 1960s and demolished
the existing housing development to make way
for redevelopment. Residents fought tooth and
nail to have affordable housing built on the site,
which still stands today. In 1968, the city had
more buildings demolished in the South End
to make way for a parking garage. Tenants who
were fed up with the growing number of Urban
Renewal projects occupied the lot with tents for
three days. In the end, the protesters won the
battle to halt the parking garage construction,
and affordable housing sits on the property in
the name of “Tent City” to this day. Likewise
with Villa Victoria, a predominately Puerto
Rican development, residents fought an attempt
by the city to displace residents and instead
were able to redevelop Villa Victoria according
to their own plans. The struggles waged by
Roxbury residents fought to preserve what
they could in the midst of Urban Renewal: this
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included the Harriet Tubman House.
In the words of Brown, “the Harriet House was
the only thing that Black people were able to
keep after Urban Renewal.” It would be fair to
call the Harriet Tubman House some inkling
of “compensation” for the wreckage caused by
Urban Renewal. In the BRA’s South End Urban
Renewal plan, the Harriet Tubman House was
listed to only be used for the purposes of “offices
and recreation.” This restriction was put in place
in 1965, just shy of 6 years after the Harriet
House, along with four other settlements, were
brought together to form the United South End
Settlements. From that point in 1959 onward,
the USES bore a responsibility to the Harriet
House’s legacy and to preserve the building.
The restriction imposed on the building was
explicit: the Harriet Tubman House would
be “for the construction and operation of a

Urban Renewal:
A Scheme To Gentrify
Generally when someone is trying to con
you, they don’t make it obvious. They
come on real subtle, making it seem
like they are trying to help you out, to
give you a good deal. This is exactly how
gentrification works. It would be too
obvious if the politicians and developers
just came right out and said “We are
going to kick all you poor Black folks and
others out of here and replace you with
luxury condos.” So instead, they smile
and pose for photo-ops. They talk about
empowering the community and Urban
Renewal. They spew lie after lie to trick us
into going along with their schemes. It’s
important to remember that these people
have learned how to smile as they kill.
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community facility to meet the needs of the
residents in the Lower Roxbury section of the
South End.” This restriction was adopted by
the BRA, approved by the Boston City Council,
and signed off on by the USES to uphold. An
added deed went even further to bar the USES
or its successors from devoting the property for
any use other than to be used for offices and
recreation. In the 70s, the Harriet Tubman House
picked up and moved to Columbus Ave. Here,
in 1983, more restrictions were put in place to
protect the Harriet Tubman House from being
gentrified out of existence. A study done by the
Historical Commission classified the Harriet
Tubman House as a historic landmark at its
Columbus address. These restrictions, signed
off, upheld, and acknowledged by the powersthat-be, made a legal promise to the community:

the Harriet Tubman House would be protected
indefinitely. There is no need to bury the lead, as
there is no lead to bury. The hole that sits where
the building once stood speaks to the “strength”
of these legal protections.
What will stand in the place of the Harriet
Tubman House?—Luxury Condos. The City of
Boston used Urban Renewal to attract wealthy
(and mostly white) people, and the creation of
condos only furthered this attraction. Starting
in the 1970s, apartment buildings were being
converted into condos: a frenzy most highdensity cities were experiencing. Developers
were seizing on the opportunity to convert rental
units into condos, promoting an “ownership”
wave for those wealthy enough to afford it. After
kicking out renters, a condo converted building’s

The Fight For Our History
People talk about white washing history,
erasing the past. The funny thing is that
often times this white washing is going
on at the same time and by the same
people who claim to be promoting things
like Black History Month. How much do
these politicians and Big Banks really
care about Black history if they destroy
historical buildings (and cornerstones of
the community) like the Harriet Tubman
House? They like to use our image and
parts of our history for advertisements and
speeches. But when they do, they cheapen

this history and distort it.
So we should also ask, what sort of Black
history are they really promoting? What
sort of history are they teaching our kids in
schools and via the media? There are lots
of new forms of racism and bigotry now.
Things aren’t always as blatant, they are
subtle in the way they twist history.
So we need to reclaim our history, and to
educate ourselves and each other about
what has really happened. Urban Core
hopes to continue to do just this.
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should be no surprise that a greedy
development company, such as
The New Boston Ventures, would
choose to build up condos on the
Harriet Tubman House land. This
is justified by the eleven units that
will be “affordable.”
These units will be sized as
studios, intended to be “artist livework units” of which more than
half will supposedly be set aside for
“artists facing displacement.” These
studio apartments will be priced at
a rent between $1,200-1,500 per
month. The BPDA considered this
to be “affordable rent” for a studio
apartment. However it is estimated
that you would need an income
of $60k in order to afford these
apartments!

So we can see that Boston Ventures
is justifying their development
of luxury units by the creation
of these 11 unaffordable, studio
sized units, which will suposedly
help “struggling artists.” Clearly,
Image courtesy of the I Am Harriet
their definition of “affordability”
Boston Facebook Page
is actually very unaffordable for
most Lower Roxbury Residents.
value would double, triple, or even quadruple.
This led to even greater influxes of people with What will the BPDA get in exchange for lifting
these restrictions? They’ll receive 4 percent of
money to these pricey units.
each condo sale and 2 percent of re-sales—so
50 years later condos continue to sprout up yes, they’re getting their cut for signing off on
across Roxbury like so many cancerous tumors. the demolition. The unfolding of these events
The schemes of gentrification led by state and cannot be easily summed up by this greedy
city officials, banks, developers, and housing deal alone. The BPDA and Boston Ventures are
admin alike are like nutrients feeding the not the only groups getting their cut from the
cancerous growth of gentrification across the new development. In order to really get at what
happened, we’ll take a further look next issue
neighborhood.
into how the sale of the Harriet Tubman House
We saw this on December 12th, 2019, when played out between its original owner, the
the BPDA lifted their own Urban Renewal USES, the city council, and the politicians that
restrictions on the Harriet Tubman House to remained silent in the face of their constituents’
permit luxury housing construction. There mass protests.
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Grant Manor Residents Funding
Newsletter After Being Given a Gift
Certificate
By Haywood Fennell Sr.
In a recent strategy meeting by a group of
residents at the Grant Manor Apartments a
decision was made to use the $20 gift certificates
provided to residents by Wingate Management.
Some of the residents had not spent the twenty
dollars for various reasons but there was a
consensus that a better way could be found
to spend the gift certificate. The decision was
made to use these gift certificates to fund the
newsletter and expand the readership in the area
to include Lenox Street Housing Development
where Beacon Realty has been strategizing to
get the residents removed.
The Urban Core Editorial Board is also planning
to publish a Spanish section in the newsletter
to keep those that speak English as a second
language in the know and to get them involved.
This will go a long way towards uniting people
who speak different languages but share a
common interest in defending their homes and
fighting gentrification. Grant Manor residents
are planning a series of rallies to educate the
tenants about the recent developments at the
property. The residents who are organizing
are concerned about the safety of their fellow
residents especially during these unhealthy
times. More needs to be done for the residents, but
there are needless hostilities from management
and the current board which accomplishes
nothing but an oppressive environment.

Wingate’s effort to bribe Grant Manor
residents has backfired.
unfair attempts by Wingate to continuously
disrespect the residents whose rights have been
and continue to be violated. It’s time to stop this
nonsense and let residents be heard.

The campaign for gentrification throughout
the area that includes Grant Manor, Mandela
on Washington St., and Lenox Street Housing
Projects is a mass effort to disenfranchise
poor people from having places to live and to
raise their families. The City of Boston has
not provided services to protect the citizens,
The residents are determined not to allow which is what they are supposed to be doing.
Wingate to play the stall game. This company Instead the City of Boston seems to be aiding
seems to think that the residents will slack, and abetting these new developers who would
but that does not seem what the outcome will like nothing better to do than to chop up the
be. Actually, with the gift cards, Wingate has apartments we now have and create expensive
inadvertantly sponsored our newsletter. This condos and studios. Join as we begin our rallies
newsletter will bring further attention to the and help stop Wingate’s plan.
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Residents Across the Country Fight Back
Against Gentrification
By Ryan Costello

Residents and activists at Sunnydale (top) in San Francisco and Cypress Village (bottom) have
been organizing against gentrification and evictions. They have also been reading the Urban Core
It’s not uncommon these days to hear people
say that there is no hope. The rich keep getting
richer and the poor keep getting poorer. Racism
is on the rise, along with police brutality. Climate
change and endless wars, not to mention the
global pandemic. All this stuff gets people down.
And when feeling powerless, some say “Better
keep your head down” or even worse “Look out
for number one.”

for real change. I’m talking about residents in
public housing as well those on Section 8. These
residents have been written off and forgotten
by the wealthy elite. But despite this, they are
not giving up; instead they see that their future
should be decided by themselves, and not by
some politicians or big banks.

Right now the federal government and
politicians in Washington from both parties,
But in many cities across the country, some have been working to eliminate public housing.
people are taking up a different attitude. Instead They have already got rid of 50% of it since 1990,
of getting discouraged and taking up a selfish and now they plan to auction the rest off to the
mindset, they are working together and fighting highest bidder (aka the Big Banks and rich
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developers). Privatizations
are already impacting
developments in major
cities across the country.
What’s more, residents
who are already on Section
8 and who live in mixed
income developments are
also being increasingly
priced out as waves of
luxury
developments
gentrify
neighborhoods
and destroy communities.
But here in Boston (in
Lower Roxbury more
specifically), residents are
refusing to go quietly into
the night. At Grant Manor
and the Lenox Street
The Harlem River Houses. Residents there are fighting a RAD
Projects they have got
conversion like people at Lenox Street
organized and are fighting
to defend their homes.
The United Front Against Displacement is also
They are working together with each other and
organizing with residents in public housing
with organizers from the United Front Against
in New York (Harlem), Oakland, and San
Displacement to stop rent hikes, privatizations,
Francisco.
and evictions.
This battle against gentrification is not just
a local issue. These big banks, politicians,
and developers have a nationwide plan to
eliminate public housing and replace it with
“market conforming solutions.” This means
shifting public housing residents onto Section
8, and while also forcing more people to pay
market-rate rent. Residents see this and have
been taking their organizing efforts national.

In New York City, the UFAD is organizing in
Harlem. At the Harlem River Houses (a few
blocks to the west is Sugar Hill, and to the east
across the river, Yankee Stadium is visible)
residents are fighting against a RAD (Rental
Assistance Demonstration) conversion, which
would hand over their buildings to private
developers. This is the same process that
residents are fighting at Lenox Street in Boston.
RAD conversions are the newest form of

Who are Our Friends? Who are Our Enemies?
In order to understand how to go win the struggles against gentrification, we need
to figure out who we can trust and work with and who we can’t. This is especially
important because there are a lot of wolves in sheep’s clothing out there. Politicians
and developers often present themselves with smiling faces and outstretched hands.
But then they are quick to stab the people in the back. In order to stop gentrification
we have to rely on residents, members of the community, and organizers. We can’t trust
the powers that be, because they are the ones profiting off all this displacement.
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government scheme/scam to privatize public
housing. They are advertised as a great way to
get long-overdue repairs done to the buildings,
but in reality these conversions are just a way
to hand over public housing (often located on
prime real estate) to rich developers, so they
can make millions off the backs of residents.
These conversions lead to displacement, a loss
of protections and rights, a shift from public
housing (which includes free utilities and
series of protections for residents) to Section
8 vouchers, and eventually the conversions
pave the way for the development to
have the rents raised to “market rate”
down the road.
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build up the movement against gentrification
across the country.

At Cypress Village in West Oakland (just
two blocks from the old Black Panther Party
headquarters), residents have been battling
three day eviction notices in the middle of
a pandemic, as well as black mold, decades
of disrepair, and violence from local gangs.
The project was originally segregated allBlack public housing, and has been a site of
neglect by the Housing Authority from the
beginning. A recent Oakland Post article
noted that neglect is so bad that trash is not
picked up regularly by the city and dumpsters
are often overflowing to the point that they
Residents from Lower Roxbury have joined attract pests and are a health hazard. A
calls with residents in other cities. For resident from Lower Roxbury who has been
example, Haywood Fennell Sr. (a resident of involved in battling a rent increase in her
Grant Manor and a writer for this publication) own building joined a call with residents
joined a recent Zoom meeting with Harlem from Cypress Village. She shared experiences
River residents who have been organizing. He of how residents have come together to fight
spoke about how residents at Grant Manor back in her building.
have been organizing and how they have come
together, protested, and fought back against These conversations are a big deal. The
a rent increase. Sam, a resident at Harlem Big Banks, politicians, and developers are
River said, “Honestly it was inspirational. strategizing on the national level to push
It’s good to know that we are not alone in gentrification. So, if we want to fight back,
this, and that we have a chance to fight back we need to be thinking nationally too.
and win.” These sorts of connections help to No one development or city is an island. A
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Black History Month: Cyril Briggs
Cyril Briggs was born in 1888 on the Caribbean
island of Nevis, part of the West Indies. He came to
the U.S. in 1905. In 1917 he became politicized by the
wave of brutal lynchings that were spreading across
the country. During this period violence against Black
people was intensifying in the urban North, as they
fled Jim Crow terror in the South only to meet with
racist police and white gangs linked up to politicians.
Cyril founded the African Blood Brotherhood (ABB)
to stop the lynchings. He founded the magazine, The
Crusader, to spread the organization’s revolutionary
message. Cyril was influenced by Marxism and had
many debates with Marcus Garvery. In particular, he
was critical of Garvey for working with the KKK in his ill-conceived “back to Africa”
efforts. At its peak the ABB had over 10,000 members in major cities across the country
and was a leading force in bringing together Black revolutionaries to fight for equality
and self-determination for Black people.
single building cannot stand alone in a sea of
gentrification.

sky. Now, as residents of public housing see
their homes threatened by gentrification and
privatization they are coming together. New
Back in the day, there were lots of fighting residents’ organizations are being created
organizations, which were really for the in buildings where there were been none, or
people, and that spanned the whole country. where the official associations had long ago
For example, the Black Panther Party had sold out the people. Publications like Urban
chapters in dozens of cities across the country. Core are being created to spread news and give
And even before that, Cyril Briggs created the the people a voice across the neighborhood.
African Blood Brotherhood back in the 1920s And residents in cities across the country
which had thousands of members in many are beginning to organize together and share
different cities. There were also organizations lessons with each other.
like the Sharecroppers’ Union, which operated
from 1931-1936 and grew to around 10,000 This is the groundwork that is needed to
members, all united in fighting Jim Crow build up a nationwide movement against
Segregation, economic racism, and Klan Terror gentrification. It starts small, with some
across the South. Groups like International basic meeting and discussions, but once
Labor Defense existed too, which famously that snowball gets rolling it will become an
defended the Scottsboro Boys (nine Black unstoppable force that will roll over the banks,
teenagers who were falsely accused of raping and the politicians, and developers’ plans
two white women in 1931).
to gentrify the neighborhood and push lowincome people out of the heart of cities all
All of these organizations had to be built across the country.
from the ground up. They didn’t fall from the
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A Brief History of Black-Mexican
Solidarity
By Alonso Espinosa-Domínguez
The US elite has long used racism to ‘divide and
rule’ the people of this country, and to stifle
solidarity between those they oppress here
and those they oppress abroad. They fear this
solidarity, and they have reasons to be afraid.
They have been directly threatened by oppressed
people coming together along national/racial/
ethnic lines. Whether it be poor whites, Blacks,
and indigenous people uniting during some
slave rebellions in the colonies before 1776;
Blacks and Seminole Indians in Florida waging
wars against slavery and the U.S. government
throughout the 1800s; or Puerto Ricans,
Blacks, and whites in Chicago coming together
under the leadership of Fred Hampton and the
Black Panther Party, there are many inspiring
examples to learn from throughout history.

Frederick Douglass:
A Shining Example of
Solidarity
The great abolitionist Frederick Douglass
was also a prominent supporter of the
Mexican people. He knew that when the
U.S. invaded Mexico in 1846, that it was
part of a plan to extend slavery into Mexico,
which had abolished slavery in 1829 after
winning its independence from Spain.
Speaking against the war, he said: “We
beseech our countrymen to leave off this
horrid conflict, abandon their murderous
plans, and forsake the way of blood.
Peradventure our country may yet be
saved. Let the press, the pulpit, the church,
the people at large, unite at once; and let
petitions flood the halls of Congress by the
million, asking for the instant recall of our
forces from Mexico.”

Since I myself am Mexican, I was curious to
learn a little more about how the struggles of
Mexican people in the US and in Mexico related
to struggles of Black people and other oppressed
people in the US. Unsurprisingly, it turns out
there is a lot of shared history of struggle and
solidarity. In the spirit of Black History Month,
I wanted to share just a little bit of that history
that I have only recently started learning about.

Mexico as a Refuge
For a long time, Black people in the US saw
Mexico as a place of refuge from the racism of
the US. In particular, while slavery was legal,
many slaves saw Mexico as a place to escape
to. Mexico was not by any means a land free
of racism. However, compared to slavery in
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America, Mexico seemed
like a much better option
for
many
run-away
slaves. Mexico outlawed
slavery in 1829, a few
years after Independence,
under the Afro-Mexican
independence
leader
and president Vicente
Guerrero. Initially, Texas
(then a part of Mexico) was
exempted due to pressure
from US colonists in Texas,
but within months that
exception was reversed
and all slavery was made
illegal.
Mexico
also
refused efforts by the US
government in 1830s, 40s,
and 50s to make Mexico
agree to return fugitive
slaves to the US. All slaves
were immediately free the
moment they stepped into
Many slaves escaped to Mexico via the underground railroad.
Mexico.
Unsurprisingly,
thousands of slaves from
They also often provided aid to slave rebellions.
many states, especially Texas (where US settlers
refused to give up slavery despite it becoming Fighting the Texas Slave Republic
illegal), escaped to Mexico. It’s officially
estimated that between 5,000-10,000 slaves This situation led the slaveholding planters in
successfully escaped to Mexico, although the Texas to the conclusion that continued Mexican
control of Texas was a threat to their so-called
real number may have been higher.
“freedom” to own slaves. So, they decided that
This made the US slaveholding elite, especially they needed to snatch this portion of Mexican
the US settlers in Texas, very angry and territory for themselves, and have it become a
afraid. But they didn’t just have the Mexican slave state. They fought a war against Mexico,
government to be angry about. They were a war in which several former Black slaves
furious with the broad masses of Tejanos joined the ranks of the Mexican military to
(Mexicans in Texas) and other Mexicans in what fight against the pro-slave revolt of these Texas
is now the southwest USA (at this time, this settlers. In fact, one slave of Sam Houston’s (a
territory was part of Mexico and was eventually leader in the Texan pro-slavery war against
seized by the US government in the Mexican- Mexico) escaped into Mexico, and later joined
American War). Many of these Mexicans, the Mexican troops.
especially poorer ones, did all they could to help
enslaved Black people escape into Mexico from
the 1830s through the end of slavery in the US.

After the settlers defeated Mexican military and
cemented their control over Texas in 1836, the
slave population grew, but so did the solidarity
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the US opposed this war
strongly. They saw that it
was a war of plunder and
theft against the Mexican
people, as well as a war
against Black people, the
working class, and all the
oppressed in the US more
broadly.
In 1849 Fredrick Douglass
spoke out at Faneuil Hall
against the war:

“Faneuil
Hall
has
resounded with echoing
applause of a denunciation
Although not well known now, the US actually stole a bunch of
of the Mexican war, as a
territory from Mexico to expand slavery across the Southwest.
murderous war—as a war
against the free states—
between the Tejanos (who suffered increasing
as a war against freedom, against the Negro,
abuse by the Texan slaveholding elite), enslaved
and against the interests of workingmen of this
Black people, and Black and white abolitionists
country—and as a means of extending that
from the north. This solidarity was so strong that
great evil and damning curse, negro slavery.”
local governments in Texas repeatedly tried to
ban Mexicans from entire counties, criminalize After the US won the war, a wave of repression
association between Mexicans and Black people, swept over the conquered territory. Slavery was
and implement other such measures to prevent extended, another genocide against indigenous
the continued solidarity. They knew that if the people was started, Mexicans in the conquered
poor Mexicans joined up with the Black slaves, lands were stripped of basic political and
then the slaveholders would have a big problem economic rights, and slave raiders crossed the
border to Mexico to capture the Black people
living in Mexico. The US elite (together with
Mexican-American War
other foreign powers) also extended their
Meanwhile, the slaveholding planter class of tentacles further into Mexican territory over the
the US and the politicians working for their next several decades.
interests were eager to expand their power. They
wanted to gobble up the newly independent They were helped by the Mexican dictator
slave “republic” of Texas, and eat up even more Porforio Diaz, who was more than happy to sell
Mexican territory. Other sections of the US elite the country to the highest bidder. Big banks
were also eager to realize the ‘manifest destiny’ and businessmen in the U.S. and around the
of controlling all the land between the Atlantic world then got rich off the backs of exploited
and Pacific coasts. This lead them to start the Mexican laborers in mines, factories, railroads,
Mexican-American war of 1846. During this and fields. But the people struggled against this
war, significant numbers of Black people and oppression valiantly. Black Seminoles living
poor Irish immigrants (both exploited and in Northern Mexico fought the invading slave
oppressed by the US elite) defected to the raiders after the Mexican-American War. Blacks
Mexican side. Black and white abolitionists in and Mexicans in Texas periodically collaborated
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Emiliano Zapata (center seated) and his staff. Zapata led the peasant revolutionaries of the
Ejército Libertador del Sur (Liberation Army of the South) during the Mexican Revolution.
to arm themselves and resist the authorities and Mexico began working closely together. In
lynch mobs during the last years of slavery and particular, the Partido Liberal Mexicano (PLM),
throughout the Jim Crow era.
lead by the part Zapotec Indian Ricardo Flores
Magón, formed a very close relationship with
Solidarity during the Mexican the Industrial Workers of the World (IWW).
This was a multi-racial revolutionary union in
Revolution
the US that defiantly brought together white,
This trend would intensify in the 1910s when European immigrant, Black, Mexican, and
Mexico underwent a revolution against Diaz’s Chinese workers at a time when most labor
dictatorship and foreign capitalist control over organizations followed Jim Crow segregation.
the Mexican economy. US authorities greatly
feared that so many in the Black community As the PLM moved its headquarters to the
were sympathetic to the Mexican Revolution. US due to repression in Mexico, many PLM
This support was present from the top to the members also joined the IWW and organized
bottom in the Black community, from the poor workers on both sides of the border. From 1906laborers still in semi-slave conditions to some 1911, these Mexican cross-border revolutionaries
prominent and wealthy people like the boxer like Rosendo Dorame helped create and run
Jack Johnson.
IWW branches throughout the southwest. At
In the years leading up to and during the
Mexican Revolution, there was also a lot of
rebellion and people struggling for change
in the US. This situation scared the US elite
because people’s movements in the US and

the same time, they organized labor strikes and
uprisings in Northern Mexico with the help of
their comrades in the US. The PLM and IWW
even launched an uprising in Baja California
in 1910/1911 and controlled territory for six
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months. White Americans, Black Americans,
Mexicans, Mexican-Americans, Indigenous
people from both sides of the border participated
in this insurrection to form a society free from
racial oppression and the poverty imposed on
them by the banks and businessmen. The unity
displayed was far from perfect, however, and
internal divisions combined with assaults by
the US and Mexican governments led to the
defeat of this uprising and the downfall of the
PLM more broadly.

(AWIL), an affiliate of the Communist Party of
the US; the Cannery and Agricultural Workers
Industrial Union (CAWIU) which opened
branches all over California; and countless
other ethnic and multi-ethnic unions and
associations. All together, these organizations
led around 140 strikes involving more than
127,000 laborers throughout the 1930s, and
won wage increases as well as improvements
in working conditions. None of this would have
been possible without the dedicated solidarity
between Black workers, Mexican workers, and
Struggles of agricultural workers the workers from all the other nationalities
represented in the industry.
in the Imperial Valley
Despite this defeat, the fruits of that era
inspired the peasant revolutionaries led by
Emiliano Zapata during the rest of the Mexican
Revolution. And after the end of the Revolution,
the spirit of the collaboration between the
PLM and IWW lived on in the struggles of
agricultural workers in the US, which included
Black, Mexican, Filipino, Chinese, and white
laborers.
US agribusiness in places like the Imperial
Valley in California very explicitly tried to
control their workers via racial “divide-andrule” strategies throughout the 1920s and 30s.
They pitted different nationalities against each
other, periodically replacing workers from one
nationality with those of another. The rich
business even debated, in very racist terms,
whether the “docile and backwards Mexican”,
the “steady Filipino”, or “[t]he picturesque Negro
with his music and drollery” who was “missed
by the old-time cotton growers” were the easiest
to subjugate and oppress.
But the multinational laborers (together with
revolutionary activists from both sides of
the border) waged militant struggles against
the corporate agricultural bosses. They drew
inspiration from the earlier solidarity between
people on both sides of the border during the
Mexican Revolution. They formed organizations
like the Agricultural Workers Industrial League

Conclusion
This has been a very brief overview of several
periods throughout history. These examples
show that the struggles of Black people and
Mexican people have been closely interrelated
over a long period of time. In fact, when we
have joined together, along with other poor and
oppressed people, they have won big victories
and made big changes for the better. And this
article only covered events up until the 1930s!
There is so much more to learn, and to become
inspired by, and I hope this article encourages
others to learn more. But most importantly, I
hope this inspires us to come together in the
present. Across this country and across this
neighborhood, the people are under assault by
waves of gentrification. White people, Black
people, Central Americans, Puerto Ricans,
Dominicans, Haitians, all of us will need to
come together to resist. Power to the people!

Have Suggestions?
Want to Write for Urban
Core?
Fighting Gentrification?
Email Us:
Urban_Core@riseup.net
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When the Leopards Came to Hunt
In Our Communities
By Haywood Fennell Sr.

We were not ready for the “leopards” as they
hid their spots and took on human form and
called themselves “developers”, moving around
looking at their targets which were residents.
They groomed people to mingle with the
community residents because they had a smell
of greed to feed on the vulnerability. The people
were poor and were kind, too kind.
Still unable to remove the smells of greed, the
leopards began to persuade many and created
a bigger group for their strategy to take our
homes. Using tenants as members of this deceit,
they used their influence and money to make us
vulnerable. They ignored our needs and offered
no real help.

for resisting at Grant Manor and has begun
to spread in other housing complexes. The
“leopards” are working under the pretext of
making the homes better in places like Lenox
Street. We know about the high crime rate, the
fears of the residents, and the lack of constant
police protection with the many shootings and
deaths. They use these to disguise their motives,
their plans to steal our homes.

It will be different now for the “leopards” who
walk among us and use lawyers to change dates
and file papers late without feeling anything.
It was and is their plan to trick us by changing
bylaws and making late payments to break
the rules. The various tenants associations are
working against the other tenants instead of
The threat that began long ago is here. They had working to rid our community of the leopards
no shame because their goal began years ago who are ready to take away our homes and claim
with a premeditated plan of taking our homes to ownership. How? With your help and stronger
add to their balance sheets and they have been organizing we can and will stop the “leopards.”
getting away with it because the people were not Remember that the leopard doesn’t have spots
organized to fight back.
to hide it from predators. It is the predator. The
spots are to hide it from prey.
There is a strong and growing MOVEMENT
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Upcoming Rally At Grant Manor
(Excerpt from Press Release)
Residents of Grant Manor Apartments and
community activists are holding a press conference
and rally on March 13 at 1:00 pm, right outside
1850 Washington Street. This is in response to
years of neglect, unsanitary living conditions, a
tenant board which has violated its own bylaws to
remain in office for over a decade, and a proposed
108-148% increase in the contract rents for the
apartment units.
This rent increase comes as part of the ‘Mark-Upto-Market’ option for renewing Grant Manor’s
HAP contract with the Department of Housing
and Urban Development. The vast majority of
residents first learned the proposal was sent to
HUD in September of last year, even though this
had been in the works for a few years. We were
never consulted about any of it.
Wingate (the property manager) together with
the Grant Manor Housing Association (GMHA)
board, the Planning Office for Urban Affairs
(POUA), Inc. and some city officials insist that
this mark-up-to-market option and its rent
increase are in residents’ interests. They tell us the
increased rental revenue will allow GMHA to get a
$20 million loan for making needed repairs after
decades of deterioration and their own neglect. But
over the last 20 years our rental revenue has gone
to line the pockets of Wingate and the security
company, while the building fell into disrepair. So,
we can’t help but suspect that the increased rental
revenue will also be mismanaged, and that the
main beneficiaries will be the POUA (which will
become an owner of Grant Manor as part of this
mark-up-to-market renewal), the management
company Wingate, and the corrupt GMHA board
if they remain in place.
The GMHA president signed off on this rent
increase supposedly in the name of the residents.
But the GMHA board does not represent the
residents. They actively retaliate against us when
we speak up against their abuses. They have

fabricated lease violations in order to threaten
outspoken residents with eviction. They haven’t
held elections or had open meetings in many
years. In fact, they hadn’t even filed the proper
paperwork for the non-profit with the state for
years. It was only recently, after we pointed this
out and challenged the president’s authority to sign
off on the rent increase our behalf, that the proper
paperwork was filed. And the board is in direct
violation of their own bylaws, specifically Section
3.6 which states that “no director shall serve more
than two consecutive two-year terms, after which
such director shall be required to take a two-year
absence from the Board of Directors before again
serving on the Board of Directors”. The current
board has been in place since the early 2000s.
Not only have they exceeded their term limits,
but with the daughter of the president seated
as GMHA vice-president, the board blatantly
engages in nepotism as well. What’s more,
we have repeatedly had our requests for basic
documentation about the rent increase denied
by this board and the management company,
despite the fact that they promised us at a public
meeting in October that residents would be able
to see this documentation if requested. Residents
who persisted in requesting this information were
threatened by the vice-president.
Since the rent increase was first announced,
residents have come together to fight back against
the proposal and against the corrupt, repressive
GMHA board that approved it. We demanded that
the current board step down, and 90 households
signed a petition calling for a new interim board
composed of the resident organizers. We have
called for elections, which Wingate and the Board
initially agreed to hold in January. However, the
current board is now using COVID as an excuse to
delay elections, despite the fact that the pandemic
has not prevented the regular functioning of other
democratic elections throughout the city and
the country.

Urban Core: A Newsletter for the People
Urban Core was created by residents of Lower Roxbury and the South End, along with organizers
from the United Front Against Displacement. This newsletter was specifically created to keep
residents informed about developments in the neighborhood and to connect ongoing struggles
against gentrification. The purpose of this newsletter is to serve the people. In order for it to be
a success we need your feedback, contributions, and even criticisms.
If you know about an existing struggle against evictions and gentrification, let us know. If
you want to write an article for the next issue, send us an email. If you disagree with what we
wrote, don’t hesistate to reach out. This newsletter is only as good as we make it.

Have you Received an
Eviction Notice?
Are You Facing a Rent
Increase?
Is Your Neighborhood Being
Gentrified?
Email Us: Urban_Core@riseup.net
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